MERGE MORE
AMERICAN DREAM

A DREAM THAT CAN COME TRUE
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Have you ever imagined yourself as the richest man of the Universe?
Enjoying your own private island, villas, yachts, planes, exotic sport cars,
masterpieces of art, jewelry and a space rocket?
Of course, you had!
Now you can easily try out your billionaire's skills.

Simply download Merge More - American Dream game and start this epic
journey now.
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TWO EPIC GAMES IN ONE
American Dream is more than a simple
merge game.
Similarly as in real life - you'll have
professional and private path. Within the
game you will enjoy both sides of this never
ending adventure. There will be merging,

collecting, buying, building and evolving.
All of this is presented in a unique,
cartoon-like colorful, animated way.
A dash of sweet sounds and a pinch of
good humor tops up this ultimate,
relaxing game.
We’re sure you'll love this special,
chilled atmosphere and discreet charm
of huge money.
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MERGE COOL AND CUTE COMPUTERS
Start merging cool and cute computers, upgrade them and change for the
better, newer, faster and swagger ones. Merging is very profitable and you'll
gain outstanding incomes quite quickly. However, we all know gains aren’t
everything. In the meantime, you can relax on your private island.
What’s more, you will be able to enlarge your perfect hideaway spot...
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BUILD YOUR OWN
PRIVATE PARADISE
Private tropical island will be your
retreat - a comfy hideout where you
can chill away from daily stress. Yes,
you will start from scratch with basic
shelter and cheap boat.
However, all of the goods are easily
upgradable: caravan turns into the
comfy bungalow, the bungalow is
getting bigger and more luxurious.
With a small effort, you can also
expand the size of your picturesque,
tropical palace. Very quickly you will
own a beautiful, exotic spot.

There is no need to wait. Simply download Merge More - American Dream
and start the adventure!
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